Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Bombardier Learjet > 60XR

Price: USD $3,995,000

Year: 2011

Location: FL, United States, North America + Canada

TTAF: 1450.6

Aircraft Highlights:
Maintenance Tracking CAMP
Airframe on Smart Parts Plus
Enrolled on ESP Gold

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
Total Time Since New 1450.6 Hours (June 19th, 2018) Total Landings Since New 634 Landings Maintenance Tracking CAMP Airframe on Smart Parts Plus

Engines:
Left Engine  Pratt & Whitney PW305A  Serial Number(s): CA0656 CA0655 Hours: 1450.6 Hours  1450.6 Hours Cycles: 634 Cycles  634 Cycles Enrolled on ESP Gold

APU:
Hamilton Sundstrand Corporation T-20G-10C3A S/N: SP-E100525 Hours: 450 Cycles: 907

Weight
Avionics:
The Learjet 60XR is equipped with an integrated, Rockwell Collins Pro-Line 21 avionics suite. A general summary of this aircraft’s avionics suite is as follows: Dual Collins AFD-3010 PFD’s, Dual Collins AFD-3010 MFD’s, Dual Collins AHRS-3000 AHRS’, Dual Collins RTU-4220 RTU’s, Dual Collins VHF-422C VHF COMM’s with 8.33 KHz Spacing, Dual Honeywell KHF-1050 HF COMM’s with SELCAL, Dual Collins VIR-432 VHF NAV’s, Dual Collins TDR-94 Enhanced Mode S Transponders, Single Integrated Flight Instrument System IFIS with Dual File Server Units and Electronic Charts, Dual Collins FMS-5000 FMS’s, Dual Collins GPS-4000A GPS Receivers, Collins FCS-3000 Autopilot, Dual Collins DME-442 DME’s, Dual Collins ADF-462 ADF’s, Single ALT-4000 Radio Altimeter, Honeywell Mark V EGPWS with Windshear, Collins TCAS 4000 (TCAS II) Change 7.1 Collins TWR-850 Enhanced Weather Radar, L3 Communications StormScope WX-1000E (XR), ARTEX 406-2 ELT with Nav interface.

Interior & Entertainment:
The aircraft has been completed in the option XR Executive Floorplan H. The seven (7) passenger configuration begins with a four (4) place executive club in the forward cabin followed by two (2) forward facing seats in the aft cabin. The seventh seat located in the lavatory is fully belted for taxi, take-off and landing.

Exterior:
Airframe Exterior is painted overall Matterhorn White, with Sunfast Red & Gamma Gray stripes.

Additional Equipment & Information:

Seller:
Fenix Aviation
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/fenixaviation
Phone: +1 (786) 485 4797, Email: infosales@fenixaviation.com

Sales Contact:
Michel Griot Phone: +1 (786) 485 4797, Email: infosales@fenixaviation.com